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tary procedural convenience essential to the positive
State.
The conference of quasi-judicial and judicial powers
upon the departments raises far more difficult questions.
Englishmen schooled in the famous doctrine of Professor
Dicey have been taught to believe that no issue of law
is properly settled until it has been disposed of by a
Court of Law independent of the executive of the day;
and they tend to look with suspicion and, in the case
of the Lord Chief Justice, even angry dislike upon the
growth of a ministerial jurisdiction which ousts the autho-
rity of the Courts. Lawyers, particularly, obviously resent
the notion that any issue can be properly determined
outside a Court of Law into which justiciable matter
enters. They complain, therefore, that the growth of this
jurisdiction is proof of an intent in the Civil Service to
make ministerial policy supreme over legal power. This,
they argue, is the new despotism in all its arrogant
panoply. The rule of law has been, at least since the time
of the Stuarts, the essential safeguard of Englishmen
against arbitrary authority. To relax its vigour is to risk
the intrusion of discretion into a realm where it ought
never to enter.
This, obviously enough, is a realm where every student
of the new tendencies must tread delicately. There are
certain types of power the conference of which upon the
executive would, quite certainly, place public liberty in
danger. It would be a dangerous surrender of principle
to allow the executive to denominate certain behaviour
as an offence and to decide whether a given individual's
conduct fell within the category so established. It is
essential, further, that when any type of quasi-judicial
power is conferred upon the executive, its methods of
decision shall be such as to establish reasonable confidence
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